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Abstract— With the rapidly growing use of digital images in
medical archival and communication, image compression
technology, especially diagnosis lossless compression
technology, plays a more and more important role for
medical applications. In this thesis, a novel diagnosis
loseless compression algorithm is presented for digital
mammography. The mammogram is divided into breast
region, pectoral muscle and background using the CAD
technology. Then mutiple arbitrary shape ROIs coding
framework is used to compress the mammogram in which
the breast region and pectoral muscle are compressed
losslessly and lossily respectively, and the background can
be discarded or compressed lossily as user’s will.
Experimental results show that the proposed method offer
potential advantage in medical applications of digital
mammography compression.
Index Terms—digital mammography; diagnosis lossless
compression; CAD; ROI

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the latest twenty years, the mammogram cancer has
become one of the most dangerous malignant tumors of
women whose death ratio has been more than forty
percent. With the rapid development of living standard
and requirements of health care, doctors advise women
to take mamograms twice every year. It is estimated that
approximately 10%-30% of breast cancer cases are
missed by radiologists[1][2]. Computer-aid diagnosis
(CAD) systems have been widely used to help improve
the detection precision[5][6]. Diagnosis information of
digital mammography need be saved losslessly in CAD.
Without compression, the size of each digital
mammogram can be more than 4 MB. This brings a huge
challenge to the current medical system.
Several lossless and lossy compression method have
been presented to resolve this problem[7-18]. However,
lossless compression has brought about at most only 4:1
compression ratio. Most lossy compression algorithms
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need take into account the special clinical issue to be
dealt with[8-17]. Receiver operation characteristic(ROC)
analysis on lossy compression show that it is promising
to use lossy techniques in medical image compression[8].
In recent years, digital mammography compression
has become a research focus in the field of medical
image processing. Previous studies have evaluated, with
CAD systems or observer’s performance studies, lossy
compression in digital mammography. Good and Zheng
assessed the detection of masses and clustered
microcalcifications in JPEG mammograms by means of
ROC study[9][10]. Kocsis found that compressed
mammograms with wavelet transform algorithm at 40:1
compression ratio provided perceptually lossless
compression[11]. Perlmutter et al. found no significant
differences between original and compressed images at
80:1 compression ratio of 57 digital mammograms
compressed with the set partitioning in hierarchical trees
(SPIHT) algorithm[12]. Sung, Suryanarayanan and
Penedo compared the performance of detection of
primary signs of breast cancer using original images and
images reconstructed at 20:1 compression ratio after
JPEG2000 compression[13-15]. In a similar study,
Suryanarayanan et al. obtained that JPEG2000 does not
affect the CAD scheme for detecting masses, but
detection cluster of microcalcifications is affected with
compression at 30:1 compression ratio[16]. Idris found
that false positive rate of microcalcifications was as high
as 66 percent and some details with lessons ignored at
100:1 compression ratio after JPEG2000 compression,
which may lead to unnecessary misdiagnosis[17].
Penedo found that detection of microcalcification
clusters and masses was not failure when segmented
breast region is compressed by JPEG2000 and
OB-SPIHT (object-based set partitioning in hierarchical
trees) at the compression ratio of 40:1 and 80:1[18].
In this paper, a new diagnosis lossless compression
algorithm based on CAD technology and mutiple
arbitrary shape region of interests(ROIs) coding
framework is proposed for digital mammography to
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Fig.1 Flow diagram of mutiple arbitrary shape ROIs coding framework

high compression ratio while maintaining the diagnosis
information losslessly.
This paper is organized with Section II presenting the
proposed compression method. Section III provides the
experimental results. Section IV draws the conclusion.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

Multiple, arbitrary shape ROIs coding framework
Mutiple, arbitrary shape ROIs coding framework is
given as shown in Figure.1. The coding framework can
be summarized as follows:
Firstly, the image plane is partitioned into multiple
ROIs with different priorities which are marked by a
gray mask, in which the higher gray value of the region,
the higher priority of the ROIs will be;
Secondly, different ROIs are transformed into
independent region bit streams by the integer-to-integer
shape adaptive discrete wavelet transform(ISA-DWT)[17]
in accordance with the order from highest to lowest
priority respectively;
Lastly, ROIs with the same proprity are coding by the
modified SPIHT algorithm[18] to generate the coding
stream under their target distortion constraint and the
target bit rate.
1) Gray mask of ROIs:
The image plane Ω is partitioned into N subsets
ROI i , i = 1, L , N .The N different ROIs need to be
encoded with different priorities. The set of N priorities
can be expressed as
1
2
3
N
H = {PROI
, PROI
, PROI
, L , PROI
}
(1)
A.

where

i
PROI
is the priority assigned to the ith ROI.

The priority

i
PROI
assigned to the ith ROI determinates

the relative importance of the region in the entire image.
A higher priority results in earlier isolated bit stream.
Because different ROIs may have the same priority, M
different priorities are produced as

P1 < P 2 < P 3 < L < P M
(2)
i
where P is the ith priority. A gray mask is used to

gray value of the region means the higher priority. So the
mask region of the background is black and those ROIs
with the same priority have the same gray value.
2) Estimation of the quality of the reconstructed ROIs:
During the encoding process, for each priority, a
separate distortion constraint is employed

D i ≤ Di _ max

(3)

i

Where D and Di _ max are the distortion and the
maximum allowable distortion of the ith priority,
respectively. ROIs with the same priority has the same
distortion constrains. ROIs with different priorities are
separately represented by ISA-DWT to produce
independent region bit streams. ISA-DWT maps the
ROIs with the same priority into a set of transform
coefficients defined over Λ i with Λ i ⊆ Λ where

Λ is the wavelet coefficient plane corresponding to the
conventional wavelet representation of image plane Ω .
According to Parseval’s theorem of energy
preservation, energy in the image domain is equal to that
in its wavelet domain for the orthonormal wavelet
transform, and almost equal for the biorthogonal wavelet
transform. So the energy in the image domain can be
estimated by that in its wavelet domain. We use
orthonormal (or biorthogonal) wavelet basis which
yields:
D i ≈ D Λi

(4)
where D
is the distortion of ROIs, which can be
measured by parameters such as MSE, with the ith
priority measured in the wavelet domain. Therefore, we
can use orthonormal (or biorthogonal) wavelet basis to
obtain the estimated quality of the reconstructed ROI by
measuring the region distortion without addition
computational cost of obtaining the reconstructed image.
The wavelet coefficients are encoded by the modified
SPITH with an additional task for the encoder to get the
reconstructed wavelet coefficients. For the value of n
when a coordinate is moved to the LSP, it is known that
2 n ≤ c[i, j ] < 2 n +1 , where c[⋅] is the wavelet
Λi

show the priorities of different ROIs, in which the larger
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Fig.2 Flow diagram of the proposed compression scheme

coefficient of the original image.
Plus the sign bit and set the estimated reconstructed
wavelet coefficient cˆ[i, j ] = ±1.5 × 2 , where cˆ[⋅]
is the estimated wavelet coefficient of reconstructed
image. During the refinement pass, cˆ[i, j ] is added or
n

subtracted by 2

n −1

when it inputs the bits of the binary

representation of c[i, j ] .
3) Arbitarary shape ROI lossy and lossless
compression algorithm
A gray mask is induced to mark the priorities of
ROIs. The priorities decide the order of the processing
for coefficients of the ROIs at the encoder and the
decoder. Those ROIs with the same priority are
transformed as one ROI. Because of its good coding
performance for lossy and lossless compression of
arbitrary shape region, the ISA-DWT is used to
transform arbitarary shape ROI into independent region
bit streams. Then the modified SPIHT algorithm is used
to coding each region to generate coding stream under its
target distortion constraint and the target bit rate. So each
ROI can achieve its target reconstructed quality by
estimating the distortion of its wavelet coefficients in the
encoder.

The proposed diagnosis loseless compression
method for digital mammography
The diagram of the proposed compression scheme,
which mainly includes CAD and multiple arbitrary ROIs
coding framework, is shown in Fig.2. The original
mammogram is divided into breast region, pectoral
muscle and background by the CAD technology. CAD
extracts breast at first and then pectoral muscle to get the
priority mask in which region of higher priority is
marked with higher gray value. Then mutiple arbitrary
shape ROIs coding framework is used to coding all ROIs.
Specifically, the breast region is compressed losslessly
by arbitrary shape ROI compression algorithm; the

B.
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pectoral muscle region is compressed lossily under given
distortion constraint; the background can be discarded or
compressed lossily as user’s will.

Extracting the breast region
The breast is extracted by a four-step method[21] as
Fig.3 shows.
Step 1: Iterative thresholding is used to seperate
breast from the background and line scan to locate the
breast;
Step 2: Column scan and utilizing the least square
estimation(LSE) to detect the orientation of horizontal
frame;
Step 3: Elastic thread technique is applied to cut the
conglutination of the breast and the frame;
Step 4: Watershed method is used to refine the
breast boundary;

C.

Segmenting the pectoral muscle
A model-based algorithm[22] is used to segment
the pectoral muscle from the breast as Fig.4 shows. Two
contour line models are set up to describe the intensity
distribution of surrounding area of pectoral muscle. After
the medilateral oblique(MLO) of each mammogram is
adjusted to make pectoral muscle at the same position
such as the lower right corner, a series of ROIs with
different sizes are applied upon the region surrounding
the pectoral muscle to obtain the optimal threshold and
mean square error (MSE) curve. The model type of
current pectoral muscle region can be determined
according to MSE curve shape, and the optimal threshold
of the pectoral muscle boundary be computed by its
model’s character. After thresholding, the boundary of
main threshold region is extracted, then zonal hough
transform is used to approach the edge of the pectoral
muscle in optimal ROI. The maximum gradient of the
optimal ROI can be got by line scan and the second
fitting line be used to form a two-stage fitting line by
zonal hough transform. At last, elastic thread and
polygon approaching techniques are carried out to refine
D.
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D < Dmax
M am m ogram

(5)

Where D is the reconstructed distortion in wavelet
domain and Dmax is the target one.
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Fig.3 Flow diagram of extracting the breast region

its boundary.
The intensity distribution of breast and pectoral
muscle is quite different for different mammograms.
Two models with different characters are used to avoid
the difficulties of segmentation pectoral muscle as the
traditional approach meets.

compression algorithm for breast region and
pectoral muscle
Because breast region contains important diagnosis
information, it needs to be compressed losslessly. Breast
region is transformed by ISA-DWT, and then encoded by
the modified SPIHT to produce the ultimate coding
stream, as Fig.5 shows.
For pectoral muscle region, it is not quite possible
that there is diagnosis information in it. So it can be
compressed lossy with relatively high compression ratio,
as Fig.6 shows. It subjects to the following restrict
condition:

E.
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Fig.4 Flow diagram of segmenting the pectoral muscle
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Figure 5. Flow diagram of ROI coding of breast region

Dmax

Fig.7 The original mammogram

Fig.6 Flow diagram of ROI coding of pectoral muscle

III. Experimental results
A set of mammograms are tested with the proposed
method. Fig.7 shows the original mammogram of 1760
×2304 pixels at 8 bit. After extracting the breast and
pectoral muscle, the mask is obtained to show different
regions, in which larger gray value means higher priority
as Fig.8 shows. The integer-to-integer 5/3 and 9/7-F
wavelet are used in ISA-DWT. The distortion is
evaluated by means of PSNR in wavelet domain. The
target PSNR is set as 36dB and the background is
discarded completely. Table I gives the compression ratio
comparison for different compression methods, where
lossless compression is adopted in JPEG2000. It is
evident that integer-to-integer 5/3 and 9/7-F wavelet can
achieve better compression efficiency than JPEG2000
and 5/3 wavelet shows the best one. Fig.9 shows the
reconstructed mammogram for integer-to-integer 5/3
wavelet. The ROI with lessons marked in Fig.6 is
magnified in Fig.10(a). The reconstructed region with
integer-to-integer 5/3 wavelet shows completely the
same effect as the original one in Fig.10, which means
that the proposed method can achieve quite good
compression performance while not bringing any
diagnosis information loss.

Copyright © 2011 MECS

Fig.8 mask after extracting the breast and pectoral muscle

TABLE I.

Compression ratio

COMPRESSION RATIO COMPARISON

JPEG2000

IWT-5/3

IWT-9/7-F

2.838

6.412

4.641
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Fig.9 the reconstructed mammogram

(a) The original region

(b) the reconstructed region

Fig.10 ROI containing lessons

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the CAD technology and multiple
arbitrary shape ROIs compression framework are
combined to realize diagnosis lossless compression for
digital mammography. Primary experimental results
show quite good compression efficiency while keeping
the diagnosis information lossless, especially for
integer-to-integer 5/3 wavelet. Motivated by the results
obtained here, our next study is going to carry out the
clinical evaluation of the proposed method for digital
mammography.
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